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Language Independent Sentence Extraction Based Text Summarization Krish Perumal 229, Bhagirath Bhawan Vidya Vihar Campus Birla Institute of Technology and Science, Pilani - 333031 [email protected]



Abstract This paper discusses an efficient language independent approach for the automated summarization of single documents based on sentence extraction. The proposed approach involves the use of a structural characteristics based sentence scoring along with a PageRank based sentence ranking. It is expected to work equally well for all languages. The effectiveness of the proposed approach has been confirmed for English and Tamil documents by applying the ROUGE evaluation. The results for English were compiled using DUC 2002 data on single document summarization, whereas those for Tamil were compiled using a set of 100 human written summaries. The ROUGE-1 score of 0.52 for DUC 2002 shows a major improvement over other existing text summarization systems for English.



1 Introduction With the advent of the era of the World Wide Web and on-line information services, there has been an unprecedented explosion of information. This explosion has led to information overload which calls for techniques to condense and distill important information. In this context, text summarization is an indispensable tool while making critical decisions based on huge amounts of available information (Mani and Maybury, 1999).
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As defined by Mani and Maybury (1999), text summarization refers to the process of distilling the most important information from single or multiple sources to produce an abridged version for particular user(s) and task(s). There are basically two approaches to text summarization - abstract based and extraction based (Shen et al., 2007). The abstract based approach uses the concept of internal semantic representation and natural language generation techniques to create a summary. Whereas, the extraction based approach simply selects a subset of existing n-grams or sentences in the original text to form the summary. In this paper, we will restrict ourselves to extraction based single-document summarization only. Sentence extraction methods have been studied extensively over the past decade. In this context, graph based approaches, like TextRank (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) and HITS (Kleinberg, 1999), to compute the importance of sentences have been successful in capturing the semantic information in the text (Mihalcea, 2004). At the same time, sole concentration on the structural information in the text (like position, length, term frequency, relevance features, etc.) does not capture the true importance of sentences while dealing with different kinds of writing styles. This calls for a renewed approach to text summarization which combines the best of both worlds - a structure based approach (which gives some degree of importance to sentences based on their structural features alone), and a graph based approach (which gives sufficient importance to the semantic relationship between sentences). The experimental
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results of this paper demonstrate the success of this approach irrespective of language. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section deals with the proposed technique for language independent summarization along with justifications to the approach. The 3rd section presents the experimental results. The 4th section discusses the significance of the results. The last section provides the concluding remarks.



2 Proposed Technique The selection of sentences to form a document summary is done based on a number of languageindependent features of text. They are discussed in brief in this paragraph. Firstly, the position of a sentence in a document forms an important selection criterion. In his paper, Baxendale (1958) presented experimental data on how the leading sentences of a document are more important than the ones at the end in terms of its informative content or significance. Secondly, the sentence length also acts a minor selection criterion. This is assuming that a longer sentence implies that the author of the document wishes to convey a significant amount of information through it. As established through our experiments, this criterion does ensure better evaluation results irrespective of language. However, a degree of variation will occur in sentence length based on the language. The next feature considered is that of term frequency. This attributes higher importance to a sentence containing the most frequently occurring terms. The idea that frequently occurring terms signify the central idea of the document was presented by Luhn (1958). Another vital feature for sentence selection is that of the similarity of the sentence with the topic or heading given to the document by its author. The notion of similarity was used as presented by Mihalcea and Tarau (2004). A convex linear combination of the above set of features yields a generic score for every sentence without any specificity to language. However, it does not include a major selection criterion, i.e. the relationships between the sentences and their relevance to the central theme of the document. This criterion is tackled by the use of the PageRank (Brin and Page, 1998) based score that accords more importance to sentences that refer to others as well as are referred by others.



The advantages of this approach are well demonstrated by Mihalcea and Tarau (2004) and Erkan and Radev (2004). The quantitative evaluation of all the above features is explained in the subsequent paragraphs. 2.1 Pre-Processing Before scoring and ranking the sentences, stop word removal and stemming are performed in order to prepare the source data for summary generation. For our work, stemming was performed using the Porter’s algorithm for English and the Tamil Morphological Analyser (developed at AU-KBC) for Tamil. 2.2 Scoring of Sentences After pre-processing of the source document, the main summarization task begins by calculating a score for every sentence in the document based on its surface and content features. 2.2.1



Surface Score



(i)



Positional Score



As discussed earlier, the sentences at the head of a text are most likely to contain more information than the ones following them. Hence, a score is allotted to every sentence based on its position in the text, the score being a decreasing function as we move from the head towards the end of the source text.



𝑃𝑆𝑖 = 1 −



𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖 𝑁



, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 𝑡ℎ 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒



(1)



where PSi = Positional Score of ith sentence. N = Total no. of sentences in source document. Posi = Position of ith sentence from head of document. Another similar score is added to this as a function of the position of the sentence within its paragraph as follows. However, in case there is only one paragraph in the entire source document, this score will be neglected. 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑃𝑆𝑖 = 1 − , 𝑃𝑖 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 𝑡ℎ 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 (2)



where ParaPSi = Positional Score of ith sentence. ParaPosi = Position of ith sentence from head of its paragraph. Pi =No. of sentences in the paragraph containing the ith sentence. (ii)



Length Score



Every sentence is accorded a score based on its length i.e. the number of words occurring in the sentence (after pre-processing). This is based on the claim that a longer sentence is more likely to contain important information. |𝑊𝑖 |



𝐿𝑆𝑖 = ∑𝑁



,



𝑖=1 |𝑊𝑖 |



𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 𝑡ℎ 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒



(3)



where LSi = Length Score of ith sentence. Wi = Set of words in ith sentence. The sum of the scores yielded by (1), (2) and (3) results in the surface score for a sentence. 𝑆𝑢𝑟��𝑖 = 𝑃𝑆𝑖 + 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑃𝑆𝑖 + 𝐿𝑆𝑖 , 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 𝑡ℎ 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 (4) where Surfi = Surface Score of ith sentence. 2.2.2



Content Score



Each sentence is allocated a score based on the term document frequency of each word appearing in it. This score is calculated based on the claim that the frequency of a term in text is proportional to its importance to the meaning of the entire text.



𝑇𝐹𝑆𝑖 =



𝑖|



|𝑊𝑖 |



This score is calculated based on the similarity of the sentence with the topic of the document text. |𝑊𝑖 ∩ 𝑊𝑇 | 𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑖 = , log( |𝑊𝑖 |) + log(|𝑊𝑇 |) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 𝑡ℎ 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 (6) where TSSi = Topic Similarity Score of ith sentence. WT = Set of words in the topic sentence. The sum of the scores yielded by (5) and (6) results in the content score for a particular sentence. 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖 = 𝑇𝐹𝑆𝑖 + 𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑖 , 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 𝑡ℎ 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 (7) where Conti = Content Score of ith sentence. 2.2.3 PageRank Score The sum of the normalized surface and content scores yield the intermediate scores for all sentences in the text. 𝐼𝑆𝑖 = 𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑖 + 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖 , 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 𝑡ℎ 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 (8) where ISi = Intermediate Score of ith sentence. Before the next step, we should calculate the similarity score between every 2 sentences in the text. This would be needed for the final ranking using the PageRank formula.



𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑗 =



(i) Term Frequency Score



∑𝑗=1 |𝑊 𝑓𝑖𝑗



(ii) Topic Similarity Score



,



𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 𝑡ℎ 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 where TFSi = Term Frequency Score of ith sentence. fij = Document Term Frequency of jth word in ith sentence.



|𝑊𝑖 ∩ 𝑊𝑗 | log(|𝑊𝑖 |)+log(|𝑊𝑗 |)



(9)



where Simij = Similarity between ith and jth sentence. Logarithms are used in the previous formulae in order to accommodate the word counts (which could lie across a large range) within a small range. This ensures that the final similarity scores are large in order to be meaningful for calculations.



(5) The PageRank formula is now used to compute the final scores of all sentences. 𝑃𝑅𝑖 = (1 − 𝑑) × 𝐼𝑆𝑖 + ∑𝑁 𝑗=1 𝑑 × 𝐼𝑆𝑗 × 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑗 , 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 𝑡ℎ 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 (10) where PRi = PageRank score of ith sentence.



Finally, these scores are used to rank the sentences for inclusion in the final summary. The final output comprises of the top ranked sentences displayed in the same order as they appear in the source document text. The number of top ranked sentences selected for the summary may be userdefined in terms of the number of words, sentences or compression ratio with respect to the length of the source document text.
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Baseline DUC 2002 Proposed Technique on DUC 2002



For English, the Document Understanding Conference (2002) data, i.e. DUC 2002, was used to generate single document summaries. This was then evaluated using ROUGE (Lin, 2004) metrics. The experimental results are tabulated in Table 1 and also graphically represented in Figure 1. The baseline scores reported in DUC 2002 have been used which generated summaries with the first 100 words of the documents. These have been obtained from (Steinberger et al., 2007). The best, median and worst performing documents (along with their document reference numbers) in terms of the mean of ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-SU4 scores are tabulated in Table 2. Further, the mean of the standard deviation of the 3 scores for all DUC 2002 documents was 0.1317. The reported scores indicate a marked improvement over existing automatic summarization systems. Here, ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2 are scores evaluated based on unigram and bigram matches respectively between the human reference summaries and the automatically generated summaries. ROUGE-SU4 is based on the measure of overlap of skip-bigrams between the human reference summaries and the automatically generated ones with a maximum skip distance of 4.



ROUGE-2 Recall



ROUGE-SU4 Recall



0.4113



0.2108



0.1660



0.5200



0.2404



0.2622



Table 1. ROUGE recall scores on DUC 2002 data.



Experimental Results



The above summarization technique was implemented for English and Tamil documents so as to study its real-time efficiency.
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Figure 1. Graphical representation of ROUGE recall scores on DUC 2002 data for proposed technique (Graph truncated for 40 documents)



For Tamil, a collection of 100 news articles along with gold summaries were obtained from Anna University’s KBC Research Centre. The algorithm was then evaluated for these documents using the ROUGE-1 metrics. The results are tabulated in Table 3 and also graphically represented in Figure 2.



Document Reference No



ROUG E-1 Recall



ROUG E-2 Recall



ROUG E-SU4 Recall



Best



AP8802280013



0.7523



0.5926



0.5660



Median



AP8910170195



0.5149



0.2300



0.2407



Worst



AP8903230234



0.2941



0.0099



0.0805



the term frequency and similarity with the document topic, are also inherently language independent. The term frequency measure confers higher importance to sentences with terms that frequently occur across the entire document and also in the sentence itself. The topic similarity measure ensures that sentences whose content overlaps with the topic are accorded higher ranks. 31 28



Table 2. Best, median and worst performing documents on DUC 2002 data



25



The best, median and worst performing documents (along with their document reference numbers) in terms of the ROUGE-1 scores are tabulated in Table 4. Further, the standard deviation of the ROUGE-1 scores for all Tamil documents was calculated to be 0.1186.



19



ROUGE-1 Recall Proposed Technique



22 16 ROUGE-1



13 10 7 4 1



0.4877



0



Table 3. ROUGE recall score on 100 Tamil gold summaries
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Discussion



The experimental observations are in accordance with the initial assumptions of this work that the structural, content-specific and semantic aspects of a sentence are important criteria for its inclusion in the summary. The structural information of a sentence, i.e. position and length, are independent of language. Consideration of the position measure for sentence ranking takes into consideration the common human tendency to write summaries with important sentences at the beginning, before moving onto the less outstanding details. Consideration of the length measure is representative of the human tendency to write lengthy sentences while explaining a concept that is central and important to the entire document. Hence, these structural measures are able to capture the essence of centrality of a document. The content-specific measures of a sentence, i.e.



0.5 ROUGE Recall Scores



1



Figure 2. Graphical representation of ROUGE recall scores on Tamil gold summaries (Graph truncated for 31 documents)



Best Median Worst



Document Reference No 27 16 72



ROUGE-1 Recall 0.7333 0.5021 0.2845



Table 4. Best, median and worst performing documents on 100 Tamil gold summaries



These are representative of the fact that important sentences tend to include high frequency terms as well as terms that occur in the document topic. The semantic relationships between the sentences are well captured through the PageRank scoring. The PageRank score ensures that sentences that refer to as well as are referred by many other sentences get highly ranked. The similarity measure that is used for the same in this paper is only with respect to the common terms in the



sentences. Though this is a naïve measure, it still manages to effectively and efficiently (in terms of time) capture the sentences that are central to the document. In fact, other summarization techniques that consider synonyms or other complex similarity measures perform rather poorly in comparison to the proposed technique, apart from the time costs involved.
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Conclusion



The proposed algorithm, on evaluation using ROUGE metrics for English and Tamil, yields better results. Since this technique only requires a stop word list and stemmer for summary generation in any language, it is expected to work well irrespective of language. The experimental results prove the efficiency of this algorithm for 2 completely different languages, especially in terms of their scripts and degree of agglutinativity. Hence, it can be expected to work for a majority of languages. Moreover, for an agglutinative language like Tamil, the technique proposed in (Kuppan et al., 2011) may be extended to the proposed algorithm to improve the summarization performance.
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